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A block d of a Hadamard design is called a good block if the symmetric 
difference C + 4 is also a block for all nonparallel blocks 4. The isomorphism 
classes of such designs having a good block are shown to be related to a double 
coset decomposition of a symmetric group. As an example, over one million 
mutually nonisomorphic 3-(32, 16, 7) designs of a certain type are constructed. 
Equivalence of Hadamard matrices is described in terms of designs and it is 
shown that nonisomorphic designs may arise from the same matrix. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that there is, up to isomorphism, a unique design with 
parameters 3-(8, 4, 1) and there is also a unique 3-(12, 6, 2) design. 
It has been shown that there are exactly five nonisomorphic 3-(16, 8, 3) 
designs [3] and exactly three nonisomorphic 3-(20, 10, 4) designs [5]. 
A 3-(4X + 4, 2h + 2, X) design is called a Hadamard design with 
parameter X; there is a close connection between such designs and 
Hadamard matrices [lo, Chap. 81, [2, Chap. 21. Hadamard designs and 
matrices have been extensively studied and the problem of determining 
the number of nonisomorphic Hadamard designs with a given parameter 
has been considered [I]. 
Here we find a lower bound for the number of nonisomorphic Hadamard 
designs which may be constructed by a method due to Todd [ll]; as an 
illustration, over one million nonisomorphic 3-(32, 16, 7) designs of a 
certain type are exhibited. We also investigate the connection between 
nonisomorphic Hadamard designs and inequivalent Hadamard matrices 
and give an example of two equivalent but nonisomorphic 3-(24, 12, 5) 
designs. 
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Let 9 be a Hadamard design with parameter A. If G is a block of 59 
then the complement 6’ of G is also a block of 9, A pair of complementary 
blocks is called a. block class and we write d := (8, K). There are 8h + 6 
blocks and 4h .t 3 block classes in 59. We denote by {9} the point-set 
of the design 9. 
Xf 9 and 9 are Hadamard designs with the same parameter A, let 
%‘$ denote the set of block classes of 59 and let!: %I -+ %Y2 be any bijection. 
hollowing Todd [l I J we may construct the design SP i-4 Bz: the point-set 
of 9 -+4 g2 is the disjoint union of the point-sets of 9 and ~9~; the blocks 
of 9 +/ LS2 consist of all the disjoint unions C1 + C2, where bi is a block 
of .9 and Ff = 3, together with (S} and (CV2}. It is easily verified that 
9 +f a2 is a Hadamard design with parameter 2X + 1. 
A block d of a Hadamard design 58 is called a good block if the sym- 
metric difference 4 + t; is a block of 9, for all blocks &I $8. If d is a good 
block then so is 8’ and in this case B is called a good block class of 9. 
For example, in the Hadamard design formed by the points and hyper- 
planes of n-dimensional affine space over GF(2), IZ 2 3, every block class 
is good and indeed these are the only Hadamard designs with this property 
[7]. The block class ({P}, (g2}} is a good block class of 9 +i” B2 and 
the derived design on the block (91 is isomorphic to 9j; conversely if 9 
js a Hadamard design with a good block class, then .9 is isomorphic to 
a design of the form 9 +i’ 9, where 9 and 91~ are the derived designs 
on the two blocks of the given good block class. If ,J, /I , and 4 + JI are 
blocks of 9 we write 8 -I- gI =. G + 6, ; in particular if 6 and Jr are both 
-- 
good then so is 8 1 kI and the good block classes with this addition form 
the nonzero elements of an elementary abelian 2-group [7]. 
We now investigate the existence of further good block classes in a 
design of the form 9P --t-P LP. 
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(We note that the statement immediately before [8, Corollary 31 is 
incorrect.) 
COROLLARV 1. If one of 9 and g2 has no good block classes, then 
9 +f g2 has a unique good block class. 
ProoJ: This is a direct consequence of the previous lemma. We remark 
that the image of a good block class of 9 under an automorphism of 9 
is again a good block class of 9. Therefore, under the conditions of the 
above corollary, the full automorphism group of % +P g2 fixes the unique 
good block class and if, in addition, 9 and 9 are nonisomorphic, this 
group fixes {9} and {P> [S]. 
2. SPECIALLY ISOMORPHIC DESIGNS 
In this section we consider Hadamard designs having a distinguished 
good block and isomorphisms of such designs which preserve this good 
block. Specifically, the designs 9 ++ g2 and 9 +Y g2 are called specially 
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism ol: 9P +/a2 -j 9 +9g2 
satisfying {9}a = (P>. 
THEOREM 1. Let S@ and S2 be Hadamard designs with the same param- 
eter. Let Gi denote the full automorphism group of 9 and denote by ?f? 
the representation of Gi on the block classes of @. Then S $f g2 and 
S +S S2 are specially isomorphic if and only ifctfz2 = zlg -di. 
ProoJ: Suppose first that .@ fP g2 and 9 i-9 g2 are specially iso- 
morphic. If a: is an isomorphism between these designs with {9>cy = (9}, 
then (g2>” = {9”>. Let CQ denote the restriction of CL to the derived design 
defined by the block (9>. This derived design is isomorphic 9, so ai G Gi. 
If 0 is a block of 9 and B -1 d2 is a block of 9 +fg2, we have that -- 
(@ + e2)a = (@)a~ + (62)a~ is a block of 9 +S g2. Therefore (Q%% = -- 
(&‘)% and 8f = 3. This yields (&)%S = (@f% as (&& = (@% and -- 
(d2)oz = (p)% Hence Erg = fs2 and so c14?? = clg c2. 
Conversely if ??I/ 2- = @ 9 z2 then there exist automorphisms 01~ E Gi 
satisfying $9 = +F& . Let a: be that mapping: 9 +f s2 ---f 9 +B g2, 
the restriction of which to the derived design defined by (93 is oli . Then 
01 is a special isomorphism. This establishes the theorem. 
If X is the common parameter of the Hadamard designs 9, let 
Q = (1, 2,..., 4h + 3) and identify $9 = V2 = Q; in other words we 
number the block classes in 9 and s2. The group @ may be regarded as 
a subgroup of the symmetric group S, and t, g elements of S, . 
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COROLLARY 2. The special isomorphism classes of designs 9 tf B2 
are in one to one corsespondence with the double cosets clfc” in SD . 
Proof. The corollary is merely an alternative description of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 2~~ and 9 be Nadumard designs with common 
parameter h. There are at least (4X + 3)! (1 c;l / / Ez I)-” special isomorphism 
clu.ws of designs 9 4-f 9P. 
BooJ Bach double coset contains at most / 3 1 j @ / elements. 
COROLLARY 4. Let 9 and 9 be nonisomorphic Hadamard designs 
with common parameter A. If one of 9 and 9 has no good blocks then 
there arc at least (4X + 3)! (1s / 1 3 I)-” mutually nonisomorphic designs 
of the form 9 -t-f P. 
Proof. By Corollary 1 and the remark following it, every isomorphism 
between two designs of the form SF -I-+ Snz must be special. The result now 
follows from Corollary 3. 
3. WONISOMOKPHJC WADAMARD DESIGNS WITH PARAMETER 7 
In this section we derive a crude lower bound for the number of non- 
isomorphic Madamard designs with parameter 7 having a unique good 
block class with given associated derived designs. 
There are five mutually nonisomorphic 2-(15, 7, 3) designs ill]. 
Each of these designs can be uniquely extended to a Hadamard design 
with parameter 3. These Hadamard designs each admit point-transitive 
automor~hism groups and so are themselves mutually nonisomorphic. 
In particular Todd constrncts two 24 15, 7, 3) designs which he denotes 
by AXC7 and B*PD [I I]. We use the extensions of these designs denoting 
them by .W and CV res~e~l.iv~ly. S has no good blocks and LIST2 has a 
oblique good block class. Therefore S1 and P satisfy the conditions of 
Corollary 4. 
&%ng the ~~t~~io~ of [l I]> the full aut~~~or~~ism group of A8C7 
is of order !6&; rhis group fixes the point 61 and is transitive on the 
~e~fiaill~~g points. The extension 9” adrniis the ~~~~0l~t~Q~ ~ac~~~~~~~~~ >:
(eg)(h~)(ks)(~)(m~) where t denotes the added point. Therefore G1 has 
order 16 x 168. Also LS1 admits a unique translation T f 1; T has point 
permutation (ta)(bc)(de)(~~)(hk)(~m)(~~)(~s) and so / @ j = 8 x 168. 
n the other hand BEG” has a full automo~~h~sm group OF order 96 and 
the orbits of this group are (a>, (bcdelq), (hklmpyrs), The extension .9 
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admits the involution (al)(bh)(ck)(&)(ep)(fi)(gs)(tm) and so / G2 I = 
16 x 96. As above, Q2 admits the unique nonidentity tranlation 7; hence 
J i!? j = 8 x 96. 
THEOREM 2. Let g1 and @ be the Hadamard designs with paramater 
3 described above. There are at least 1,266,891 mutually nonisomorphic 
designs of the form B1 +f B2. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 4 substituting the 
values h = 3, / @ / = 8 x 168, 1 ?? 1 = 8 x 96. 
4. EQUIVALENCE OF HADAMARD MATRICES 
Let H and K be Hadamard matrices. H and K are called equivalent if 
there exist generalized permutation matrices Xand Y such that X’HY = K; 
the group G(H), of all pairs (X, Y) of generalized permutation matrices 
satisfying X’HY = H, is called the automorphism group of H [4]. 
If n is the order of the Hadamard matrix H = (ail) then y1 designs sj(H) 
may be formed as follows (1 < j < n): the points of Bj(H) are the symbols 
Pi (1 < i < n) and the blocks of Bj(H) are the subsets b (+ I) and 
b (- I), where b (+ 2) = {Pi / ai, = aJ, b (- I) = {Pi ( sib = -aij>, for 
1 f: j, (1 < 2 < IQ. It is easy to check that Sj(H) is a Hadamard design 
with parameter (n/4) - 1 provided PI > 8. 
We now discuss the connection between isomorphisms of these 
Hadamard designs and equivalences of the underlying matrices. Suppose 
that 01 is an isomorphism: 9$(H) -+ s,(K). Since 01 preserves block classes, 
(b (+ I>“, b (- I>“} = {b (+ m), b (- m)} and we define E by setting 
P = m; we extend ol to an element of S, by defining7 = k. Also let Z 
denote the point permutation determined by OL, so iE = i’ if Pi” = Pi* . 
Finally, if X is a generalized permutation matrix we use 1 to denote the 
permutation determined by X. 
THEOREM 3. Let H, K and d: be as above. There exist generalized 
permutation matrices X and Y satisjying X’HY = X and x = 2, F = ol; 
further, there is exactly one other pair of generalized permutation matrices 
with this property, namely (-X, - Y). 
ProoJ: Let H = (ail) and K = (bdl). Define X = (xii) by xii = 0 
if I # is and xii = -&l according as aij = -lb,, if I= i”. Clearly X = 2. 
Let Y = ( JQ~) where ylm = 0 if m # P, yjk = 1, and y,, = $1 according 
asb(+Z)“=b(Ifm)ifm=l~,I#j.ClearlyY=E. 
The point Pi is incident with the block b(ai,aJ) in Bj(H). Let i’ = i” 
and m = P. As 01 preserves incidence, Pi, is incident with b(aiL~& = 
b(0,1a~~y,,P2) in gk(X). Therefore bijm. = Uf~Clijy~mbi’~ = XiiUv;cylqn = 
(j’m)~ele~ent Of X’NY> as Xii’ = Qi$i’Jc . Also bifk. = ~,~,a~~y~,~ z= (i’, k)- 
element of X’HY. Therefore K = X’EW. 
The last statement of the theorem follows immediately from the fact 
that (&I, &I) are the only automorpbisms of H which induce the identity 
permutation on tbe rows and columns of N [4,]. 
~FiEQREM 4. Let N and K be Hadamard matrices and X and Y 
generalized permutation matrices such that X’NY = K. Then there exists 
a unique isomorphism LX: GBj(H) -+ B*(K) satisfying d = x, & = y, 
where k is the image of j under T;i. 
Proof, Clearly there is at most one isomorphism satisfying the con- 
ditions of the theorem. If I #= j, we define b (& I)* = b (A y,, yjlCm) 
where y,, # 0. As Pi is incident with b(a,La$), it suffices to show that Pi, 
is incident with b(aila,$), where Pla = Pi! if xii’ # 0. Equivalently we must 
show biTn: = wij yaTn Ydi~m . However, comparing the (i’, k)-elements 
and the (2, m)-elements of the matrix equation X’HY = K, we see that 
this relation does hold. Therefore OL is an isomorphism satisfying 2 = X, 
G E y. 
C~R~LI,ARU 5. The ~udum~~rd matrices H and K are equivalent IY 
and only if there exist j and k such that C@,(H) and 9,C(K) are isomorphic. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. 
~~R~L~,A~Y 6. Let H be a ~ad~mard matrix and let G(N) denote 
the representation of G(H) on the columns of t-I. The number of orbits of 
G(~) is equal to the number of ~somorph~sm classes of designs of the $orm 
qT Set N = K in Tbeorems 3 and 4. Then _9,i(H) and 9,&K) are 
~sor~lorphic if and only if.j and k ~~~~ng to the same orbit of G(H). 
I Walk [12] has shown that the Hadarnard inatrices of order 32 fall into 11 Z-equiva- 
lence classes; this directly inplies that there exist at least Ii equivalence classes of such 
matrices. 
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Proof: First we recall that every Hadamard design can be expressed 
in the form Qj(H); the most familiar method of effecting this has j = 1 
and ai1 = 1 (1 < i < n) [2]. By Corollary 5, inequivalent Hadamard 
matrices give rise to disjoint sets of isomorphism types of designs gj(H). 
Further, an equivalence class of Hadamard matrices of order y1 gives rise 
to at most y1 distinct isomorphism types. Therefore by Theorem 2 there 
are at least 39,591 mutually nonequivalent Hadamard matrices of order 
32 having the stated property. 
5. EQUIVALENT HADAMARD DESIGNS 
Every Hadamard design can be represented in the form g&7), where H 
is a suitable Hadamard matrix. By Corollary 5 the equivalence class of H 
is determined by the given Hadamard design. We call two Hadamard 
designs gj(H) and Sk(K) equivalent if H and K are equivalent. Here we 
show how to construct all the Hadamard designs which are equivalent to 
a given Hadamard design and we exhibit an example of two equivalent but 
nonisomorphic Hadamard designs. 
Let B be a block class of the Hadamard design 9. The design 22 is 
defined to have the same point-set as 2, but the blocks of 92 are 4, d’ 
and the sets R + 6, for all blocks d1 of JS with 8, $8. It is straightforward 
to verify that 92 is a Hadamard design which is equivalent to 9; in fact 
if 2 = &Bj(H) and Bcorresponds to column k # j of H, then 98 = &S%(H). 
Conversely, given a design which is equivalent to 9, that is, of the form 
B&Q, where K = X’HY, then this design is isomorphic S&(H) by 
Theorem 4, 1 being the image of k under K Therefore every Hadamard 
design which is equivalent to ZS is isomorphic either to 9 or to 32, for 
some block class 8 of 9. 
There is a natural correspondence between the block classes of $@ 
and those of 92, namely &I corresponds to G + 4X if & # 8 and d corre- 
sponds to 8. With this identification we have the following formula. 
LEMMA 2. (B1+fB2)z = (.&)+f(&& where 9 and S2 are 
Hadamard designs with the same parameter and 8f = @. 
ProoJ: The point-sets of the two designs are identical. Also both designs 
have the same blocks, namely {P), (g2), d1 + J2, (&I)’ + (e2)‘, (P)’ + C2, 
B + (@)’ together with the subsets @ + d2 + g3 + C4 for all blocks 
J3$8and84g@K 
Let H denote a Hadamard matrix of order 12. There is, up to equivalence, 
only one such matrix and G(N) is permutation isomorphic to the sharply 
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Qransitive Mathieu group MI, ]4]. Let L@ = gI(H), then the block 
classes of 9 correspond to columns 2 to 12 of N and will be labeled 
accordingly. Let ,& denote a transposition of two of the block classes of 9, 
so f = (u, 27) where 2 <, u < z’ .< 12. 
~r”vo~J: By Lemma 2 and the preceding discussion, 9 +f ~?8 and 
(gn,) +P(gJ are equivalent. By Theorem 4 there exist isomorphisms -- 
ol: L&U -+ L%“, p: %J~ -+ 9. Further W, p E G(H) and u” = 1, ~8 = 1. Also 
@u> +f (9.0) w  9 4-9 9, where 8 = C-l@. Now LI? -i--f‘ 9 has an auto- 
morphism interchanging the blocks of the unique good block class 
[S, Theorem 31, for it suffices to take 0: 1 = 01~ = identity asf2 = identity. 
Therefore JZ 4-P L@ and 9 +B L@ are isomorphic if and only if they are 
specially isomorphic. Suppose this to be the case. By Theorem 1 there 
exist y, 6 E Aut L@ with jjf = 98. Therefore ?+ = #8. This implies 
oljj = p8 since these products belong to the sharply S-transitive group 
MIz and they agree on at least eight symbols. As j? and 8 both fix the sym- 
bol 1, so also does (&-l ol. But this implies u = D. This contradiction 
establishes Theorem 5. 
Finally we remark that if N is of Sylvester type or of Paley type [9], 
or if the order of H is at most 20, then G(N) is transitive [4, 61. Hence 
24 is the smallest order for which there exist nonisomorphic equivalent 
adamard designs. 
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